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QUESTION 1

A client is designing a system to support three 24x7 applications, each in a different environment. The plan is to host
these applications on a new POWER7 based server to add to their existing POWER6 servers. Virtual I/O Server will not
be used. 

The applications have the following OS and processor requirements: 

AIX 6.1 with a peak of 2 cores between 10am-2pm 

AIX 5.3 with a peak of 2 cores between 5pm-10pm 

AIX 5.2 with a peak of 2 cores between 3am-7am 

Outside the peak periods, the processor utilization is extremely low. 

Which of the following configurations supports the design requirements? 

A. Each applications each needs its own LPAR running native AIX. The LPAR must be running the appropriate version
of AIX. The LPARs can all use the shared pool and be uncapped. 

B. The AIX 5.2 can be hosted in a WPAR in an AIX 7.1 LPAR. The AIX 5.3 and AIX 6.1 can each have their own LPAR.
All LPARs can use the shared processor pool. 

C. A minimum of four processor activations is required. Two dedicated processors for an AIX 5.2 LPAR. AIX 5.3 and
AIX 6.1 can share 2 processors 

D. The LPAR profiles can set the processor mode to POWER6 The AIX 6.1 and AIX 5.3 LPARs can be migrated using
Live Partition Mobility. The AIX 5.2 could only be migrated if it is in a WPAR. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator would like to perform a Live Partition Mobility (LPM) operation between two systems. The source
system has been configured with a single VIO Server (VIOS) partition and the destination system has been configured
with dual VIO server partitions. What must be considered when planning for LPM? 

A. A second VIO Server partition must be configured on the source system to allow for LPM. 

B. An LPAR must be configured on the target system before the LPM operation is invoked. 

C. Device-level virtualization provided by the single VIOS of the source system must be matched by both of the dual
VIOS on the target system. 

D. Access to all the disk data must be completely provided by at least one of the destination VIO Server partitions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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A Power Systems server is configured with a VIO server and several client LPARs. The administrator wants to use the
padmin user to create a script, which will run on the VIO server to back it up to a remote system. Script output must be
collected. How can this be achieved? 

A. Create a backup script in /home/padmin Run the script redirecting stdout and stderr to a log file 

B. Create a backup script in /usr/ios/cli Run "crontab -e root" to configure root to run it and redirect the output 

C. Create a backup script in /home/padmin Use ssh from a remote system to run the script and capture the output on
the remote system. 

D. Create a backup script in /usr/ios/cli Use the "script" command in the shell program, to collect the output. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator would like to determine the virtualization capabilities of some attached storage before proposing a new
virtualization strategy. To determine the capabilities of the attached storage, the administrator runs chkdev and receives
the following result: 

padmin:vio1:/home/padmin>chkdev -dev hdisk1 NAME: hdisk1 IDENTIFIER:
382136005076801710072480000000000791F04214503IBMfcp PHYS2VIRT_CAPABLE: NA 

VIRT2NPIV_CAPABLE: YES VIRT2PHYS_CAPABLE: YES Based on the output above, which one of the statements is
true? 

A. The disk can be presented by NPIV only. 

B. The disk can be converted to NPIV with data loss. 

C. The disk can only be presented as a physical disk. 

D. The disk is presented by vSCSI and is NPIV capable. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is interested in installing PowerVM Lx86 software on a new Power 770 for a proof of concept. Which of
the following statements about PowerVM Lx86 is true? 

A. PowerVM Lx86 can be implemented on VIO server 2.1 FP21 and higher. 

B. PowerVM Lx86 supports only 64 bit applications that run in x86 real mode. 

C. PowerVM Lx86 allows for many x86 Linux applications to run on supported versions of Linux on Power. 

D. PowerVM Lx86 allows for x86 Linux applications to run under AIX 6.1 or 7.1 Enterprise Edition. 

Correct Answer: C 
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